SERVICE BRIEF

SELF-SERVICE NAVICLOUD®

A Time-proven,
High-transparency
Cloud Platform
at a Glance…
• Self-Service NaviCloud® is an ideal
choice for short-term or test/dev
projects and for organizations with
experienced cloud IT teams.
• As a multi-cloud provider, Navisite®
offers Self-Service Cloud, Managed
Cloud on multiple platforms and
traditional, bare-metal solutions.
• With Managed Cloud, experts help
relieve the burdens of routine cloud
management and maintenance.

While Managed Cloud solutions are designed
to liberate core IT teams from the burdens of
routine, tactical maintenance and management
without sacrificing visibility or control, in some
instances, expert management may not be
required or is available in-house. To address
these scenarios, Navisite offers our reliable,
transparent Self-Service NaviCloud platform.
Especially suited for short-term and test/dev
projects, Self-Service NaviCloud empowers
clients to rapidly spin-up new cloud
environments and scale cloud resources,
including servers, storage, networks,
bandwidth and more. All NaviCloud resources
are provisioned into one of Navisite’s own
secure data centers in either the US or UK.

Built-on a Proven Hypervisor

Self-Service NaviCloud is built on VMware’s
vCloud Director® technology. clients have the
option of managing their cloud environment via
Navisite’s Proximity client portal or the native
vCloud Director interface. WMware APIs are
also available to support further integration.

Key Self-service Cloud Benefits

• Some of the primary benefits Self-Service
NaviCloud clients realize include…
• Software Defined Networking (SDN)
technology.

• Multiple virtual machine (VM) templates for
Windows, Red Hat Linux and CentOS.
• Flexible architectures to support various
app configurations and compliance.
• Continuous visibility into system usage,
configuration, performance, etc.

• Integration with other Navisite managed
services to support multifaceted needs.

Cloud Onboarding and Migration

To better enable clients to migrate their legacy
IT environments to Self-Service NaviCloud with
ease, Navisite offers multiple cloud onboarding
resources and services. To find out more about
these offerings, please view the Cloud
Onboarding and Migration brief, or contact
Navisite directly.
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A Closer Look at
Self-service Cloud

Client Spotlight
“We candidly consider Navisite one
of our most key vendors. Navisite can
support a company of our size and
complexity with our level of requirements
and expectations. They prove it time
and time again.”
- Lloyd Dawson,
Vice President of IT

Flexible Delivery Models:
Managed, Self-Service AND Hybrid

You don’t have to choose from 100 percent
Managed or Self-Service Cloud. For example,
clients often use Self-Service Cloud for
test/dev, and then transition workloads to
Managed Cloud when they’re ready for
production.

Similarly, while transitioning all workloads to
the cloud is a common goal, in the near-term a
hybrid approach is often practical. For
example, an organization may opt to keep a
difficult-to-transition workload in its legacy data
center, while migrating all other workloads.
Considering NaviCloud is provisioned into one
of Navisite’s own dependable data centers, we
can also provide Managed Hosting of physical
servers from the same facility in which your
NaviCloud resources are located to help
enable low-latency for complex workflows.

Exploring a Simpler, Fully
Managed Cloud Solution

As an experienced, managed multi-cloud
provider, Navisite's Managed Cloud solutions
can help you remain in control of your cloud
environment and enjoy continuous visibility into
usage, performance, etc., while Navisite’s
experts handle laborious, tactical tasks.

Unlocking the Benefits of a
Fully On-net Solution

Combining Spectrum Enterprise Ethernet and
Navisite Services can help enable solutions
that can be fully managed from the network
connectivity level to the operating system
level—all backed by robust Service Level
Agreements. Clients that combine Spectrum
Enterprise Ethernet and Navisite Services can
reach expert support for their entire solution
24/7/365. Organizations also benefit from the
security and peace-of-mind of a streamlined,
fully on-net solution.

About Navisite

Navisite, Inc., a part of Spectrum Enterprise, is
a leading international provider of enterpriseclass, cloud-enabled hosting, managed
applications and services. Navisite provides a
full suite of reliable and scalable managed
services, including Application, Cloud Desktop,
Cloud Infrastructure and Hosting services for
organizations looking to outsource IT
infrastructures to help lower their capital and
operational costs. Enterprise customers
depend on Navisite for customized solutions,
delivered through an international footprint of
state-of-the-art data centers. For more
information about Navisite’s services, please
visit navisite.com or navisite.co.uk.

Managed NaviCloud® - Leveraging VMware’s
powerful hypervisor, this platform provides a
cloud infrastructure in one of Navisite’s US or
UK data centers.

Navisite Managed Azure® - Provisioned into a
Microsoft data center worldwide*. Designed for
scaling of cloud native apps and integration
with Microsoft solutions.
Fore more information, please view the
Managed Cloud Services brief or contact
Navisite directly.

Contact Navisite

For more on the full range of Navisite
services, please visit navisite.com or
email us at webinfo@navisite.com.
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